Integrating IT with deep business
expertise to raise client business value

Advanced integration capability
and system lifecycle support

Steel is in our DNA, attention to
human resources in our veins

NS Solutions
continues to evolve

How do you make best use of IT to raise your business
value? No company can afford to ignore this question
any longer, and finding the right answer can enormously
affect its corporate competitiveness and value.
Having outstanding integration ability means being
constantly alert to new technologies amid accelerating
technological innovation, understanding the client’s
business needs, and combining products and services to
create leading-edge information systems.
NSSOL has this integration ability.
For business value to continue to rise, information systems
must continuously improve and evolve in step with
advances in technology and changes in the business
environment. By providing total support across the entire
system lifecycle, from planning and development to
operation, NS Solutions enhances business value for its
clients.

We grew out of the Information Systems Division of
Nippon Steel, which is a major IT user. Steel industry
systems have to work round the clock, 365 days a year,
to provide strategic business management and precision
production control functions. Our integration capabilities
and expertise in system lifecycle support, honed through
experience on the mill floor, are the steel embedded in
NS Solutions’ DNA.
Backed by inside-out operational knowledge, cuttingedge technologies, and hands-on skill, we deliver systems
offering true value to support our diverse clientele’s use
of IT in a range of industries.
Developing the human resources to further enhance
these strengths is a top priority, and we spare no effort
to ensure our employees are equipped to think and act
for themselves to give our clients the solutions they need.

As IT grows more diverse and business becomes more
complex, it is essential to get the most out of IT more
swiftly and more efficiently.
We are always researching trends in IT, trialing and
applying the best to raise business value and transform
work styles so that advances translate into business
opportunities for our clients. In order to actively meet
your need to utilize diverse information systems, we
deliver information systems as a service as well as in the
form of conventional on-premise deployments.
And we are even more aggressively involved in developing information system services to meet your needs.
With steel and manufacturing in our DNA, we will continue to grow with the times, fueled by transformational
changes in IT such as the move to open, Internet, and
cloud-based services. That is our mission at NS Solutions.
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Representative Director & President

Munetaka Shashiki

Born in 1953, Munetaka Shashiki joined Nippon Steel Corporation
after graduating in Economics from the University of Tokyo in 1977.
He received his MBA from Cornell University in 1987, and in the same
year was assigned to the Planning and Coordination Department in
Nippon Steel’s Electronics & ICT Division. After becoming head of the
No. 1 Financial Solutions Division in 2001, he was made a director
and head of planning and general affairs in 2005. He was appointed
managing director in 2009, and representative director and president
of NS Solutions in April 2012.

